
Why are we on strike? 

 
 

Human beings always strive for freedom and equality. While these concepts undergo constant redefinitions 
due to changing circumstances, their core meaning remains despite varying interpretations. This inviolable 
essence, which builds the foundation for our human co-existence, consists of the equal and inalienable 
human rights and the recognition of our innate dignity.  
 
However, there are places in the world today where the rulers in politics and the economy have created 
extremely inequal, inhauman and injust conditions for pursuing their exonomic, political and military interests 
while at the same time ignoring essential rights and needs of the population.There nevertheless exist those 
who resist the ruling elites and struggle for better living conditions. Those in power in non-democratic 
countries use religion and a variety of ideologies to keep the opposition down as can be observed in Iran or 
Syria. They use extremely repressive means like executions, torture, stonings, and long-term imprisonments. 
Persecuted oppositionals  in such regimes and with deteriorating conditions for their freedom struggle often 
do not have any other choice than leaving their country. Driven by the wish that their home country will be 
free one day, they seek refugee in other parts of the world where their life is not at stake.  
 
These days, refugees from Iran who left their county months ago with the desire for freeom and equality  and 
the intention to seek asylum in Germany,  have assembled in Regensburg. They protest against the injust ad 
inhuman conditionas and laws that prevail in the tedious and long procedure for granting the right to asylum. 
The refugees intend to show the German population that they have always stood up for freedom , equality 
and justice. They see thenselvesas a small part of a German-wide evolving struggle that fights for the 
recongnition of refugee rights and the validity of human rights for all parts of the population.  
 
We fight, among others,  for the following legal changes:   
 
1. Abolition of the residency obligation, which prohibits a refugee to leave the residency that was 
assigned by the authorities.  
 

2. Abolition of the obligation to mass accomodations, which prohibits a refugee to choose on his/her 
own where to stay.  
 

3. Abolition of the work prohibition which interdicts a refugee to look for work and become independent 
from state aid.  
 

4. Abolition of the assigned food packages which prohibits a refugee to choose his/her own nutrition.  
 

5. Providing state-recognized German courses so that the refugees can integrate.  
 
6. Speeding up the procedure to granting the right to asylum, which today represent a long process and 
a status of ignorance and insecurity over months and even years and thus, stand for an enormous mental 
burden.  
 
These are just a few out of a huge number of laws that contribute to make life during the procedure to 
granting the right to asylum inhuman and injust.  
We are human beings, and because we cannot 
change our human essence we want to change the 
inhuman conditions. You can contact us by mailing to:  
 

strike.regensburg@gmail.com 

 

For supporting the protesting refugees and to join our 

sympathizers in our struggle against the inhuman 
laws, please contact our supporters by mailing to:  
 

solidarity.regensburg@gmail.com 
 

Your donation helps us to continue the protest! 

account holder: Evelin Herold                                                    THANK YOU! 
bank code: 750 500 00 - Sparkasse Regensburg 
account: 264224 28 
reason for payment: "Flüchtlingsprotest Regensburg"  
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